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identify the determinants of spatial population synchrony (i.e. large scale climatic factors such as climate or local factors such as dispersion of individuals between localities). Our results highlight how TSTs influence both synchrony measurements and the conclusions regarding the determinants of population synchrony. Based on these results, we provide guidelines about how time series should be handled in synchrony studies. These guidelines are expected to improve our general understanding of the drivers influencing spatial population synchrony.
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Electronic Supplemental Material Appendix S1: Specifications of the four types of time series and description of the model used No transformation: raw data Because the sampling area differed at the different sites, we expressed the abundance of fish as density of fish per 100m2 according to the following equation: Nt =



Xt St



∗ 100



(1)



where Nt is the number of individuals per 100m2 at time t, Xt is the number of individuals sampled at time t, and St is the sampling area at time t. TST I: detrending To detrend the raw data we used a linear model with a negative binomial distribution and a log link function. We chose a negative binomial distribution, because it has been shown to perform well for small samples of over-dispersed count data (Welsh et al. 2000), especially for freshwater fish (Vaudor et al. 2011). We thus fitted the following model independently to each time series: log(E(Xt )) = 𝛼 + 𝛽yeart + log(St ) + εt



(2)



where E denotes the expectation, yeart is the year of sampling at time t and εt is the remaining variance not accounted for by the covariates. The model therefore comprised one offset term (log(St)), and three estimated parameters (the overdispersion parameter, the intercept α and the slope β associated to the predictive variable yeart). The parameter α represents the number



of fish caught per unit surface at t=0, while the parameter β is the long-term trend coefficient. For subsequent analyses, we used the residuals of this model. TST II: prewhitening Since the relationship between log(Nt+1-Nt) and Nt was linear for most of the time series, we used the stock-recruitment Ricker model with a log link function and a negative binomial distribution (i.e. accounting for overdispersion in the data) to eliminate temporal autocorrelation due to intrinsic population dynamic. We thus fitted the following model to each time series separately: X



log(E(Xt+1 )) = log �St+1 t � + 𝜌 + 𝜂 St



Xt St



+ εt



(3)



where Xt+1 is the number of fish caught at time t+1, and St+1 is the sampling area at time t+1. Xt



The model therefore comprised one offset term (log �St+1 �), and three estimated parameters St



(the overdispersion parameter, the intercept ρ and the slope η associated to the predictive X



variable t ). The parameter ρ corresponds to the intrinsic population growth rate, while the St



parameter η is the density-dependent coefficient. A significant negative slope indicated



negative density-dependence, as caused for example by competition for resource. On the logscale, this model is a linear, first order, autoregressive (AR(1)) model. Because the model described by Eq. 3 incorporates only local recruitment, it predicts that Xt+1 is necessarily null, when Xt=0. Yet, our data included some cases in which we observed transitions from Xt=0 to Xt+1>0. Such transitions can be explained in two different ways. First the true population size at time t could in fact have been greater than zero (i.e. false zero due to measurement error), and so Xt+1>0 could be explained by local recruitment. Second, the local population could really have been extinct (i.e. true zero), and so Xt+1>0



would be explained by recolonization from neighboring populations. Here, we have assumed that the first situation is unlikely, because of the previously documented efficiency of electrofishing (Zalewski and Cowx 1990, but see discussion). For series containing transitions from Xt=0 to Xt+1>0 we analyzed these transitions using the following model: log (E(Xt+1 )) = 𝛾 + log (St+1 )



(4)



where γ is the intercept of the model and quantifies the average number of migrant fish caught per unit surface at time t+1 while log(St+1) is an offset term. In practice, any time series that did not contain at least eight non-null values of Xt or that contained multiple zeros were discarded (because multiple transitions from Xt=0 to Xt+1=0 cannot be handled by the recolonization model described by Eq. 4). The remaining series were used to fit the local recruitment model (i.e. Eq. 3), after cases where Xt=0 had been removed (the value of Xt+1 in Eq.3 is therefore conditional on Xt>0). For these series, transitions from Xt=0 to Xt+1>0 were modeled using the recolonization model described by Eq. 4 (the value of Xt+1 in Eq.4 is therefore conditional on Xt=0). To ensure good parameter estimation, this model was adjusted only to time series containing at least three transitions from Xt=0 to Xt+1>0. Time series that contained one or two transitions like these (i.e. 113 time series) were discarded. The combination of Eq. 3 and 4 to model time series that contained transitions from Xt=0 to Xt+1>0 is comparable to hurdle count models in which a truncated count component (e.g. truncated negative binomial distribution) is used to model positive values, and a binomial component (a negative binomial in our case) is used to model the transitions from zeros to positive values (Zeileis et al. 2008). For all series analyzed this way, residuals of both models were combined and used for subsequent analyses. Series that did not contain null



values of Xt, were treated with the recruitment model (Eq. 3). The residuals were then extracted and used for subsequent analyses. TST III: detrending and prewhitening To take into account both long-term trends and population dynamics, we used the same approach as for TST II, above, but added the year as a covariate in Eq. 3 and 4. Homogenization criteria Because for TSTs II and III, we explained Xt+1 in terms of Xt, and then used the residuals of the model, the resulting time series contained one fewer data point than the raw data or TST I. To have the same series length for all four types of time series, we therefore deleted the first year of all time series in the raw data. TST I was then computed from this raw data. To avoid any bias in comparing TSTs to raw data, any time series for which the algorithm used to transform the time series and estimate the parameters in the models did not converge were discarded. This selection process left us with 3131 time series for the 34 species (Table 1). Depending on the species, the number of time series ranged from nine to 311 (mean: 92; sd: 93).



Appendix S2: Model equations and parameter descriptions Effects of TSTs on the time series Yij = 𝛼 + 𝐴𝑖 + (𝜇 + 𝑀𝑖 ) ∗ lij + (𝛽 + 𝐵𝑖 ) ∗ dij + (𝛾 + 𝐺𝑖 ) ∗ t ij + εij



(5)



Yij is one of the three dependent variables (i.e. the Spearman cross correlation coefficients calculated between the raw time series for species i at site j, and the time series altered by each TST for the same species and site); α is the intercept of the model and Ai its random coefficient; lij is the length of the time series for species i at site j, and μ and Mi are its associated fixed and random coefficients, respectively; dij is the absolute value of the estimated coefficient of density dependence for species i at site j, and β and Bi were its associated fixed and random effects, respectively; tij is the absolute value of the estimated coefficient of trend for species i at site j, and γ and Gi are its associated fixed and random effects, respectively; εij is the random error term associated with species i at site j. Ai, Mi, Bi, Gi and εij are all random normal variables with mean 0 and standard deviations σA, σM, σB, σG, and σε respectively. Effects of TSTs on population synchrony Yij = 𝛼 + 𝐴𝑖 + 𝐴𝑗 + 𝜇 ∗ lij + �𝛽 + 𝐵𝑖 + 𝐵𝑗 � ∗ dij + �𝛾 + 𝐺𝑖 + 𝐺𝑗 � ∗ t ij + εij (6)



Yij is one of the three dependent variables (i.e. the differences between the CCCs calculated using the raw data and those calculated using each of the TSTs); α is the intercept of the model, and Ai and Aj are the random intercepts associated with time series i and j, respectively; lij is the common length between the time series i and j and μ is its associated coefficient; dij is the ordinal variable determining whether density dependence was detected in time series i and j, and β, Bi and Bj are its associated fixed and random coefficients on time



series i and j, respectively; tij is the ordinal variable determining whether a long-term trend was detected in time series i and j, and γ, Gi, and Gj are the associated fixed and random coefficients for time series i and j, respectively; εij is the random error term associated with time series i and j. Ai, Aj, Bi, Bj, Gi, Gj, and εij are all random normal variables with mean 0 and standard deviations σAi, σAj, σBi, σBj, σGi, σGj, and σε, respectively.



Appendix S3: Simulated time series Description of the procedure used to simulate time series To generate abundance time series, we used the model described by Eq. 3 with the year as a covariate (i.e. the model used for TST III). Time series were simulated according to seven parameters so as to represent the whole processes underlying empirical time series: intrinsic growth rate, strength of density dependence, long-term trend, overdispersion, time series length, mean sampling area and temporal variability of sampling area (the function used to simulate the time series is presented below). For each time series, the value of each parameter was sampled from a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation estimated from empirical time series. Likewise, initial abundances were fixed at random from a normal distribution with mean and variance corresponding to observed abundances. Parameter combinations for which we were not able to obtain at least 10 time series of at least 8 years of non-null capture or where the model used to transform the time series did not converge were discarded. For each parameter combination, we distinguished four cases within which we considered 100 combinations of parameter values. In the first case, the parameters were fixed for all the time series which nonetheless differed in abundance due to the overdispersion parameter of the negative binomial distribution as well as to time varying sampling area and initial abundances. Thus, differences between the time series were only due to noise in this case. In the second case, all other parameters being equals, time series differed in their strength of density dependence (in addition to the noise) in order to mimic spatial variation in this process (due for example to spatial variation in resource competition or varying levels of carrying capacity at the different sites). The third case was the same as the second one but with differences in the strength of the long-term trend (density-dependent coefficients were equal among time series) to represent spatial variations in environmental



conditions (or spatial variations in population responses to environmental conditions). In the last case, both, the long term trend and the strength of density dependence differed among the time series. Effects of TSTs on time series and population synchrony levels For each time series, we used TSTs to remove the long-term trend and/or the temporal autocorrelation due to intrinsic population dynamics. We then used the same procedures as those used for empirical time series (1) to estimate population synchrony levels for the four types of time series (i.e. Spearman cross-correlation coefficients between pairs of time series that had at least eight years of non-null capture in common), (2) to calculate the degree of similarity between raw time series and time series obtained with each TST (i.e. Spearman cross correlation coefficients) and (3) to calculate the degree of dissimilarity between population synchrony levels obtained with raw data and those obtained with TSTs (i.e. difference between CCCs). We then used Wilcoxon tests to find out whether TSTs influenced the degree of similarity between the time series and the degree of dissimilarity in population synchrony levels. We finally used linear models (following the same procedure as the one used for empirical time series) to determine whether the influence of TSTs on time series and population synchrony levels varied depending on time series features (density dependence, long-term trend and time series length). As the results do not qualitatively differ among the four cases considered, we only present the results obtained from all cases taken together. R function used to simulate the time series library(MASS) # to use the rnegbin function simul 
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